Abstract. Field soils show rather different spreading behavior at different water saturations, frequently caused by layering of the soil material. We performed tracer experiments in a laboratory sand tank. Such experiments complement and help comprehension of field investigations. We estimated, by image analysis, the first two moments of small plumes traveling through a two-dimensional, heterogeneous medium with strongly anisotropic correlation structure. Three steady state regimes were analyzed. Two main conclusions were drawn. First, low saturation led to very large heterogeneity and to strong preferential flow. Thus the description of the flow paths and the prediction of the solute arrival times require, in this case, more accurate knowledge about the topological structure. Second, saturation-dependent macroscopic anisotropy is an essential element of transport in unsaturated media. For this reason, small structural soil features should be properly upscaled to give appropriate effective soil parameters to be input in transport models.
Introduction
Thin layering of different origin, nature, and spatial extent and a slanted orientation of the bedding are common characteristics of natural geological formations. Such anisotropic features can be upscalcd and expressed with an anisotropic conductivity tensor. Structural hctcrogcn½iti½s can, in general, be treated with a stochastic approach, and transport is often analyzed on the basis of the first and second moments of a plume. To estimate the effect of local layering on flow and transport at different saturation degrees, we packed a sand tank in a way that our model functions similar to a real soil with an artificial structure.
This laboratory experiment was designed to evaluate effective parameters. WildenschiM and Jensen [1999] derived effective conductivities and retention curves by analyzing three different realizations of a heterogeneous sand domain in a twodimensional tank. They found that the behavior of three differently packed tanks were quite similar, suggesting that this kind of system can be represented as a homogeneous domain characterized by effective hydraulic parameters. Wildenschild and Jensen [1999] found that (1) heterogeneity causes water to follow increasingly tortuous flow paths with decreasing saturation because it bypasses low-conductivity regions, (2) a lower saturation corresponds to a higher degree of heterogeneity, and (3) fast breakthrough and tailing characterize preferential flow phenomena due to flow in areas of relatively high conductivity and diffusion and entrapment in poorly accessible zones. The focus of our analysis was on the interplay of three elements: an anisotropic structure, its nonhorizontal bedding, and different saturation conditions. The parameters we intend to evaluate are the anisotropy of the conductivity tensor and the covariance tensor of solute displacement.
The problem of evaluating effective parameters is linked to the problem of defining the representative elementary volume (REV), being the element over which we average the point properties in order to obtain parameters for the continuum description of our medium [Bear, 1972; Hubbert, 1956 ]. If we have information about the structure of the layers and the corresponding materials, we can then choose the scale of definition for our constitutive law, which is the Richards equation. Basically, two approaches are possible to describe flow through a medium with strongly anisotropic structure (small layers of different materials). First, the REV is considered to be smaller than the thickness of the single layer that represents the smallest correlation length. In this case, the correlation structure will be anisotropic, although the conductivities could be locally isotropic. Alternatively, a REV is considered as consisting of many layers. In this case, the REV scale is the scale of a larger correlation length. The correlation structure of a larger, heterogeneous domain consisting of many such REVs can, in this case, be isotropic, and the conductivity will be anisotropic. For this second approach, i.e., when one uses structural information at a scale that is smaller than the REV scale, one needs upscaling rules. An overview on upscaling is given by Sanchez-I•la et al. [1995] . Desbarats [1998] , for example, addressed the problem of upscaling in the context of discretization of computational domain. He investigated how observations and knowledge of the dynamic processes at the subrigid scale can be upscaled to assign parameters to grid blocks. Mualem [1984] proposed a conceptual model for soil made of a large number of very thin layers. According to this model, the effective hydraulic conductivity in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the bedding would correspond to the arithmetic and harmonic mean unsaturated conductivity, respectively. Stochastic models do not always address the upscaling problem. Yeh et al. [1985] derived the effective conductivity and its anisotropy ratio for an anisotropic random field and for arbitrary orientation of the mean gradient using a spectral solution of the first-order stochastic perturbation equation. He found that the variance of capillary pressure head increases with decreasing saturation and that the anisotropy of the effective unsaturated conductivity is strongly dependent on the mean capillary pressure. The theoretical works of Russo [1993 Russo [ , 1995a Russo [ , 1995b ] considered solute transport in soils with anisotropic correlation structures and isotropic conductivity tensors. We can assume that for a sand the logarithm of the saturated conductivity, log K, and the inverse of the capillary rise a are positively correlated. In this case, Russo [1995a] predicts that the longitudinal and the transverse spreading decreases, reaching a minimum, and increases as saturation decreases. For negatively or zero correlated log K and a, Russo [1995a and 1993] predicts increase of the spreading as saturation decreases. Russo [1993 Russo [ , 1995a Russo [ , 1995b found that a variable saturation enhances the increase of solute spreading. Concerning the relative orientation of the applied mean gradient and the bedding, when the mean gradient deviates from the main direction of the bedding, the longitudinal component of the covariance displacement tensor decreases, and the transverse component increases [Russo, 1995b] . Stochastic models are often limited by a first-order approximation. In general, the conductivity may be characterized by small variabilities only in a given saturation range. Often, for example, under very dry conditions, we predict strong heterogeneity. In this case, the first-order analysis is not rigorously applicable [Russo, 1995b] . We performed a tracer experiment on a quasi-twodimensional random field with a strong anisotropy of the correlation structure, where the applied mean gradient was not parallel to the bedding. The physical model consisted of a tank packed with layers of three different sands. We applied local pulses of a dye tracer as a momentary quasi-point source at 10 different positions and analyzed their behavior at three different flow rates. On the basis of (x, z) images of the 10 dye tracer plumes in the heterogeneous structure we quantified their first and second moments. From the mean trajectories we estimated the anisotropy of the conductivity tensor, and the second moments were interpreted in terms of displacement covariances.
2.
Material and Methods
Tank Experiment
The sand tank model is one single realization of a twodimensional anisotropic stochastic formation. creased with time. Nevertheless, each plume was far from ergodic conditions. By averaging the spatial moments of t0 plumes, we obtained parameters that were less affected by local heterogeneity and more representative in a statistical sense.
After applying a dye pulse, pictures of the tank were taken in irregular intervals using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. We used Brilliant Sulfaflavine (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri). Dye molecules were excited by the light of a xenon lamp with a wave length of 420 nm, corresponding to the main excitation wavelength of Sulfaflavine. A filter in front of the camera matched the main emission wavelength of the dye (515 nm) [Aeby, 1998 ]. The resolution of the images was -225 pixels/cm 2. where f• is an area delineating the stained plume and an unstained background region in the immediate vicinity of the plume characterized by zero gray level after thresholding.
From (1), we can formally substitute Ci(x, z; t) with ft,i(x, z) in (3)-(7).
In our case, the dimension of the plumes is small compared to the correlation length of the soil properties. Thus the spatial moments (3)-(7) of each plume differ because ergodicity is not warranted. In this case, the moments (3)- (7) ropy is that the main axes of a solute plume are not parallel and perpendicular to the main gradient. Stephens and Heerman [1988] proposed an expression similar to (15) for evaluating anisotropy of the conductivity tensor A as a function of the divergences between applied gradient, bedding, and mean flow in a horizontally stratified medium. In our case (see Figure 3) , the following relation holds:
XX(t) = •-• • XX•(t),
where K .L is the conductivity perpendicular to the bedding, K I I is the conductivity parallel to the bedding, f3 is the angle between the direction parallel to the bedding and the mean trajectory, and y is the angle between the direction parallel to the bedding and the vertical direction, the latter being the direction of the applied mean gradient. If q is the centroid velocity along its trajectory, the components of the centroid velocity parallel and perpendicular to the bedding are q cos «(3) = Kr! cos (y) and q sin «(3) = KI' ! sin (y). From these, (15) is easily derived. The angle 0' between the mean trajectory and the mean gradient, which is vertical in our case, was estimated from linear interpolation of the mean trajectory «8) and (9». After estimating the mean trajectories and the components of the covariance tensor of the displacement «10)-(12», it is possible to derive the variance of the displacement around the centroid in the direction perpendicular (UU(t» and parallel (VV(t» to the mean trajectory. 
where 0' = Y -(3. The parameters introduced in this section were estimated for three different flow rates that led to three different mean water contents.
Results
The discharge of the sprinkler j was measured several times during every experiment to check its stationarity. With the horizontal section of the tank S = 375 cm 2 , a flow rate Q = j IS of 5 x 10-6 , 3 X 10-6 , and 1 X 10-6 m/s was calculated for the three different upper boundary conditions (Table 1 ). The three different flow rates led to plumes of very different shape, velocity of advancement, and spreading characteristics. Figure  4 shows three typical plumes with the center of mass at 10 cm depth below the tank surface, which were observed at the high (Figure 4a ), intermediate (Figure 4b ), and low (Figure 4c ) flow rates. Figure 5 shows the mean trajectories for the three flow rates. From the first moments we could derive information about the effective velocity of the plumes and the anisotropy factor of the conductivity tensor. Increasing the flux, for a constant lower boundary condition, increased the mean water saturation and reduced the anisotropy factor of the conductivity tensor. This can be explained by invoking, for example, the theory of Mualem [1984] for soils consisting of many thin parallel layers having different hydraulic properties. The Mualem model shows that owing to the presence of more conductive layers (the coarse material in the saturated case and the fine in the unsaturated one) the degree of anisotropy decreases, attaining a minimum, but increases as the saturation decreases. Our experimental data describe the second phase, where anisotropy increases with decreasing saturation. The increased anisotropy of the conductivity tensor was reflected by a more pronounced deviation of the mean trajectory from the mean gradient in our medium, where the bedding and the mean gradient were not parallel. The deviation of the centreid trajectories from the direction of the vertical gradient could not be predicted by any equivalent homogeneous system. For the lowest flux at the upper boundary the highest displacement velocity was observed. This was due to a reduction of the active section of the medium available for flow. Figure  6 verifies that even with a more pronounced angle that the trajectory forms, at the lowest flux (see Figure 5 ) the vertical component of the centreid velocity is larger than at the intermediate flux (see also Table 1 ). This exceptional increase of the vertical velocity corresponding to a smooth decrement of the water flux indicates that preferential flow develops in case of very low flow rate. We observed then that both q and q• present a minimum corresponding to the' intermediate flow. They decreased first and then increased as the discharge decreased.
According to a mobile-immobile transport model [Coats and Smith, 1956 ], the solute is transported by a convectiondispersion process in the mobile region and also has access to the immobile region by diffusion. The ratio between the vertical component of the centroid velocity and the specific discharge qz/Q, according to a mobile-immobile model when exchange is negligible is inversely proportional to the mobile water content Om (water content of the mobile zone) [Jury et al., 1991] . Astonishingly, Om is larger for the intermediate than for the high flow rate (see qz/Q in Table 1 This immobile water is presumably located in the coarse sand, which is not completely drained but has a very low conductivity at these conditions. The coarse sand is probably more saturated and contributing to flow at the high flow rate and completely dry at the low flow rate when we clearly observe that part of the plumes are blocked in the upper part of the tank (Figure 4c ). The second moments of the plumes were estimated from the spreading around the centroid and spreading of the centroids around the mean trajectories. The physical model reflects the concurrence of all different mechanisms that interact to determine a certain spreading behavior because it is not affected by any simplifying assumption regarding flow and transport processes. It is difficult to distinguish the concurrent causes that determine spreading in our case. This complicates a direct comparison of our experimental results with the theoretical outcomes of the simplified stochastic models. Several elements have to be taken into account to interpret the plots of the second moments. First, pore-scale heterogeneity physically cannot be avoided; it manifests in a supplementary diffusive/ dispersive displacement. Second, anisotropy leads to a deviation of the mean trajectory from the direction of the mean gradient (when the bedding is not perpendicular or parallel to the mean gradient) and is dependent on saturation ( Figure 5) . As a consequence, it is not possible to compare cases of arbitrary variable saturation and direction of the mean trajectory. Third, the dimension of the plumes was comparable with the larger correlation length. A single plume did not represent an ergodic case. As a consequence, the spreading of the particles around the mean trajectory was due to the random displacement of the centroid and to the spreading around the centroid itself. Fourth, owing to the finite size of the physical model and the effect of the lower boundary condition, only a short depth provided information about the behavior of the plumes at a certain saturation degree. Definitely no asymptotic behavior could be observed. Fifth, our observation concerns a single realization with one set of parameters for correlation length and covariance structure that characterize the random distribution of the soil properties. The main focus of the analysis, consequently, switches from the purely stochastic effects of heterogeneity to the mechanisms that determine the dispersive transport in our system at different saturation degrees. The fourth and the fifth points similarly apply to field observations of transport through the vadose zone from a relatively small source, where the presence of the water table limits the depth of observation to few correlation lengths and the injection source is rather local.
As the water content decreased, the large horizontal spreading (Figure 7, open symbols) , as compared to the spreading perpendicular to the mean trajectories (Figure 10 ), was mainly due to the anisotropy-induced deviation of the trajectories. The differences in terms of spreading between the high and the intermediate flow rates were not relevant if compared with the low flow rate (Figures 9 and 10) . The low flow rate led to very high spreading compared to the high and intermediate flow rates. A net of preferential flow paths developed mainly in the fine sand, as shown in Figure 4c . In this case, vertical and horizontal spreading were comparable owing to the fact that the transport developed almost in the direction parallel to the bedding that was at 45 ø (Figures 7 and 8) . In general, we observed that as expected [Russo, 1993 [Russo, , 1995a [Russo, , 1995b , after traveling a short distance, spreading perpendicular to the mean trajectory is -1 order of magnitude smaller than spreading in the direction of the mean trajectory (Figure 9 ). Spreading perpendicular to the mean trajectory is the effect of the winding trajectories paths, whereas the spreading in the direction parallel (Figure 10 ) is mainly due to the variation of the velocity. Both VV and UU are relatively high in the low flow rate case, where trajectories are more tortuous owing to preferential flow compared to the other two.
Finally, the images of three typical plumes for the three different flow rates (Figure 4 ) suggest some qualitative considerations. It is clear that at the high flow rate the flow paths are not at all tortuous and the structure of the sand layers is barely influencing the plume shape. At the low flow rate, in contrast, the shape of the plume reflects the structure features. The transport behavior appears to be consistently different. Transport occurs mainly in the fine sand, and dye circumvents the regions occupied by the other two sands acting as low conductivity regions. Probably, only by knowing in detail the fine sand structures would it be possible to predict the low-saturation transport regime, and only by performing low flow rate tracer experiments would it be possible to guess the fine-sand structure that is rather invisible at the high flow rate.
Summary and Conclusions
The aim of the presented experimental study was to estimate the statistical moments of a tracer plume at different water saturations in a given random distribution of formation properties. In a way, this target is comparable to the objective of a stochastic model, except that particles are not driven by numerically computed velocities but by real water flow. In particular, this experiment was focusing on the effects of the following three factors: anisotropic structure, bedding nonperpendicular or nonparallel to the main gradient, and variable mean saturation.
The experimental setup can be analyzed on the basis of two theoretical models: (1) a stochastic field with isotropic correlation structure but anisotropic conductivity tensor (REV should include a certain number of layers) and (2) a stochastic field with an anisotropic correlation structure and an isotropic conductivity tensor, as investigated by Russo Our main results are the following: (1) owing to the saturation dependence of the conductivity tensor the direction of the mean trajectory was not constant for different water fluxes; (2) deviation from the direction of the applied mean gradient increased with decreasing saturation; (3) preferential flow at low saturation dramatically reduced the arrival times of the centroids at a certain depth; (4) longitudinal and transversal spreading were highest at the low saturation.
Our main conclusion is that in cases similar to the one examined, one should consider the effect of saturation on deviation of the mean trajectory first and then on spreading. Thus cases of anisotropic structures with the imposed mean gradient not parallel to the bedding have to be analyzed at two different scales: a scale where the REV includes layers (scale of the larger correlation length) and, eventually, one where the REV is inside a layer (scale of the smaller correlation length). The first approach (REV including many layers) allows the quantification of the anisotropy of the conductivity tensor and the prediction of the angle between the mean trajectory and the applied mean gradient. In our experimental case, the mean trajectory was estimated by image analysis, and the anisotropy of the conductivity tensor for the whole tank was inferred from these data. The second approach (REV inside the layers) led to a more detailed description of the heterogeneous structure. We derived the following inferences from the images of the plumes (Figure 4) . At the low flow rate the shape of the plumes contain information about the underlying structure because flow and transport develop through the fine sand only. At the high flow rate we cannot derive this kind of information because the plumes seem to travel through an almost homogeneous and isotropic medium. Then the following open questions arise: (1) Does a first-order analysis apply to the low saturation case or are variances of the parameters too large? (2) In presence of strong anisotropy would it be more meaningful to switch to a two region model, where one region participates to transport and the other one is responsible of retardation and tailing as observed by Wildenschild and Jensen [1999] ?
